Development of Dual-Frequency Oblong-Shaped-Focused Transducers for Intravascular Ultrasound Tissue Harmonic Imaging.
Tissue harmonic imaging (THI), an essential mode of commercial ultrasound imaging scanners, can provide images with high spatial and contrast resolutions. For THI, the frequency spectrum of a transducer is generally divided for the transmission of fundamental signal and the reception of its second harmonic. Therefore, it is difficult to use the THI mode for intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) imaging because typical IVUS transducers have a narrow -6-dB fractional bandwidth of about 50%. Due to its small aperture (about 0.5 mm) and the strength of IVUS being too weak, it is difficult to construct a high-quality tissue harmonic image. In this paper, we report a recently developed dual-frequency oblong-shaped-focused IVUS transducer for high-quality intravascular THI; the transducer consists of three elements arranged side by side in the horizontal (i.e., elevation) direction. The two outer elements with a center frequency of 35 MHz are responsible for ultrasound transmission and the center element has a center frequency of 70 MHz for the reception of the second-harmonic signals. All three elements have a spherical shape with a radius of 3 mm to efficiently generate harmonics in the region of interest. This configuration of the developed IVUS transducer was determined to facilitate high-quality THI, which was based on the results of Field II simulation and finite-element analysis. The images of wires and a tissue-mimicking phantom indicated that the tissue harmonic images produced by the developed transducer have not only a high spatial resolution but also a deep imaging depth, compared to the 35- and 70-MHz fundamental images.